PRESS RELEASE JULY 2017
New photo book presenting living art at its best
Living willow artist Heinrich Braun has released his new book presenting a decade of magnificent art made
of living willow. ‘Baugaarden Living Art - PHOTO BOOK’ is a collection of beautiful photos and inspiring
illustrations topped with personal comments by the artist himself. The photo book will be presented at this
year’s RHS flower show at Hampton Court Palace.
For more than ten years Heinrich Braun and his company Baugaarden Living Art has created plants, trees
and sculptures made of living willow and decorated outdoor surroundings in Denmark and abroad.
‘Baugaarden Living Art – PHOTO BOOK’ presents a compilation of the beautiful living art setup’s he has
done over the years, but this new release also contains a personal mission: ‘I hope my book will make
people realize how fascinating willow is and view art in a broader sense. When establishing living willow art
in the garden you add a whole new dimension to the surroundings and the living art makes a perfect match
to high-end designed garden furniture and art ware’ says Heinrich Braun.
Baugaarden Living Art will exhibit at stand PV/121 at Hampton Court Palace Flower Show 2017 and you can
meet Heinrich Braun at the stand. ‘Baugaarden Living Art – PHOTO BOOK’ is in English and can be
purchased at the stand (30£ incl. VAT).
Photos can be downloaded from the website Baugaarden.com. For more information, please contact
Baugaarden Living Art at +45 40 307 306 or info@baugaarden.dk

Image: ‘Baugaarden Living Art - PHOTO BOOK’ is the title of the new
book. 80 pages hardback (English)
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Image: Heinrich Braun is the founder of Baugaarden
Living Art. In the photo book he comments on the various
living art projects he has done through the years.
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